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Let L(J) denote the space of all sequences of elements of a field F generated 
by the linear recurrence corresponding to the polynomial .$ over F. Tt is weii 
known that if fx ,fi ,...,f% are polynomials over F none of which has multiple 
roots, then 
WI) wf,) ..* Wm) = W), 
wihere h is a polynomial whose roots are the distinct products ala3 ... a, ) al 
a root off, . Here we find such an h in the general case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field and let A, denote the F-algebra of all sequences 
s -L (so ) SI ) sg )... ) of elements of F, where addition, multiplication, and 
scalar multiplication are performed componentwise. Let j be a polynomial 
over F with nonzero constant term. Thus, J = C&cixi, with cO # 0, 
c, # 0. We def?neL,(f) to be the set of all S in A, such that 
for all h > n. Clearly I&) is a subspace of A, of dimension n. When no 
confusion can arise, we will omit the subscript F. The members ofL(f) are 
said to be linear recurring sequences generated by ,P Linear recurring 
sequences have been extensively studied [I, 2, 31. We note that S EL(~) if 
and only if 
where g is a polynomial of degree less than n. For 9~ subspaces Br, B, ,...> I& 
of A, we define the product B, B, . . . B, to be the subspace of AF spanned 
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by all products SrS, -*. S, with Si E Bi . The object of this paper is to 
show that there exists a polynomial h over F such that 
-U) WJ *. . L(fm) = L(h) 
and to determine h. This problem has been studied in the case where none 
of the polynomialsfi have multiple roots (for example, see [2]). 
2. STRUCTURE 
bWAA 1. Let F be a subfield of afield E, and let fi , fi ,..., fnz be polynomials 
over F with nonzero constant terms. Then 
Proof. LF( fi) spans L,( fi) over E. It follows that n LF( fi) spans n LE( fi) 
over E, so that the desired result holds. 
LEMMA 2. Let fi , fi ,..., fnz b e o p b nomials over F with nonzero constant 
terms, and let f be their least common multiple. Then 
L(f > = 5 L(fi). 
2=1 
Proof. Let S+, E:L(f$), 1 ,< i < m. As noted above, Si corresponds to a 
power series of the form gijfi where deggi < deg fi . Then C Si corresponds 
to C (gi/fi), which is of the form g/f with degg < degf. It follows that 
C L(fJ _C L(f). Conversely if S EL(f), then S corresponds to a power 
series of the form g/f with deg g < deg f. Using partial fractions, we can 
write g/f in the form C (gJf& w h ere degg, <degf,, 1 <i<m. Now 
each gi/fi corresponds to an Si eL(fi) and S = C S, . This completes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let fi , fi ,..., fm be polynomials over F with nonzero constant 
terms and let B be any subspace of A,. Then 
2 BL(f2 = B zIL(fJ. 
i-1 
Proof. Clearly the left subspace contains the one on the right. On the 
other hand, each BL(fi) is contained in the subspace on the right, so that 
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the left subspace is contained in the one on the right and the proof is 
complete. 
LEMMA 4. If a is a nonxero element of F, then 
L((x - a)?) = L(x - a)L((x - l:)T)~ 
Proof. Let S = (so, s, ,...) EL(X - a) and T = (t, , t, ,... j EL((x - I)“). 
We will show that ST EL((x - a>T). For i >, 1 we have --asi $ siwI = 
so that si = a-Q0 e For k > r we have 
Therefore, 
(5) (-a)+ s,-itk+ = (O-1)’ Pksg i (-I? (1) tk-i = 
i=o 
for k 2 r. It follows that ST EL((x - a>T). Hence, 
L(x - a)L((x - 1)‘) CL((x - a)T). 
Since both of these subspaces have dimension Y, it follows that they are equal 
and the proof is complete. 
We now prove the following generalization of Lemma 4. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a polynomial over F witk distinct nonxero hoots, 
and let Y be a positive integer. Then 
Proof Let E be the splitting field of f over F. Then J = 
where the cx are distinct nonzero elements of E. Then by Lemmas 
we have 
and the desired result follows from Lemma 1. 
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3. L((x - l>‘) 
For 0 < Y, n let C(n, r) denote the number of combinations of n things 
taken Y at a time. Thus, C(n, r) is a rational integer. Moreover, C(Q, 0) = 1 
and C(n, Y) = 0 if n < r. Let (f) denote the binomial coefficient considered 
as an element of the field F of arbitrary characteristic p. Thus, for p = 0 
we have (:) = C(n, r). On the other hand for p # 0, (T) is C(n, r) taken 
modulo p. 
We have 
(1 - ++-l = f (i ; “) xi* 
i=o 
It follows that L((x - 1)‘) has a basis of the form 
S(O), S(1) ,..., w-l), 
where 
9”’ = (($, (” ; ‘), (” Z’) )... ). 
For our purposes we need sequences T(O), T(l), T@,... such that 
(i) T(O), T(l),..., T@-l) is a basis for L((x - I)‘) for any r > 1, and 
(ii) For any nonnegative integers j and K there is an I such that 
T’“‘j”‘“, = T(Z). 
Suppose first that the characteristic of F is 0. Since S(O), So),..., S-l) is a 
basis for L((x - l)r), it follows that S = (so , s, , sa ,...) is an element of 
L((x - 1)r) if and only if Si is a polynomial in i of degree less than Y. This also 
follows from the theory of finite differences. Here we can take 
T(“) = (Ok, l”, 2”,...) 
with the understanding that O” = 1. Then T(O), T(l),..., T(‘-l) is a basis for 
L((x - 1)‘) and T(j)T(“) = T(j+“). 
Now suppose that the characteristic p of F is not zero. Here the situation 
is more complex. For any nonnegative integer k we write 
k = 2 k,py, 0 <k, <P, 
“=O 
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D, = fi (p~!)~~, 
v=o 
and 
We set 
T’“) = (t(0, k), q1, k), f42> I+..*), 
and 
T(k) = (f(0, k), q1, .k), q2, k),...), 
S(k) = (@(k, k), C(k + 1, k), C(k + 2, k),...). 
Thus, S@) and FL) are characteristic p versions of S(k) and T(k)” 
It is well known, and easy to show, that 
k! =paNk, 
where N, is an integer not divisible by p, and 
cd = (k - AJ(p - I). 
Using this result on pV! we see that 
D, = psMk s 
where M, is an integer not divisible by p, and 
p = 2 K,(py - l)/(p - 1) = (k - &J/Q - 1) = a. 
l-0 
We have already seen that S(O), Su),~.., S(r-i) is a basis for E((x - I)“). 
Now !I’@) = A’(a) so that T(O) is a basis for the one dimensional space 
L,(x - 1) 
Suppose Y > 1. Clearly C(k + i, k) is a polynomial in i of degree k whose 
leading term is ik/k! and t(i, k) is a polynomia! in i of degree k whose leading 
term is i”/D, . Therefore, 
N&(12 + i, k> - Mkt(i, k) 
is a polynomial in i whose degree is less than k. Hence, 
NkSW - MkT(“’ EEQ((X - l)“), 
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where Q is the field of rationals. Reducing modulo p and setting k = Y - 1 
we have 
N&P-l’ - MT-,T”-l’ EL&v - l)r-1). 
Now P-1) and &((x - l)+l)) span &((x - 1)‘). Since p f NV-, and 
p 7 A?,-1 , it follows that P-r) and &((x - l)r-I) span LF((x - I)‘). It 
now follows by induction on P that T(O), To),..., P-l) is a basis forl((x - l>‘). 
ForO<j<pandO<k<pwedefine 
if j+k<p 
if j + k >p. 
This is almost, but not quite, addition modulo p - 1. For these values of j 
and k and any s in GF(p) we have S@ = #ok and 0 < j @ k < p. For 
j = C j,p* and k = C kypy, 0 < j, , k, < p, we define 
Then we have 
t(i, j) t(i, k) = y (;a” (iv)“’ = F (iv)““” 
= t(i, j @ k). 
Therefore, T(j)T(k) = T(j@k). 
Let a and b be positive integers. 
For p = 0 we set 
avb=a+b-1. 
For p # 0 we write 
a - 1 = C j,p, 0 <j, <p, 
b- 1 =Ck,p”, 0 < k, <p. 
We let h be the smallest nonnegative integer such that j, + k, <p for all 
v > A, and we set 
a v 6 = ph + C (jv + Up”. 
IpA 
THEOREM 2. L((x - l)a)L((x - 1)“) = L((x - l)avb). 
Proqf. The space L((x - l)&)Z((x - I)b) is spanned by the products 
T(i)T(“), 0 <j < a - 1, 0 < k < b - 1. 
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Suppose first that p = 0. Here T(i)Tck) = T(j+k), so that e((x - 1)“) 
L((x - I)O) is spanned by the T (I), 0 < I < a + b - 2. Therefore, 
L((z - l)“)L((x - l)b) = L((x - I)~““)’ 
Now suppose p # 0. We show first that L((x - l)“)L((x - l)b) C 
L((x - l)avb). Let a < a - 1 and /3 < b - 1. We must show that CL @ /3 < 
a v b. We write 01 = 2 ol,py, ,8 = C&p”, 0 < ol, , ,$ < p. 
Case 1. CL, # j, or fiw # R, for some w > A. We suppose cu chosen to 
be the largest integer with this property. Since CI < a - 1 and /3 < b .- I? 
we have a, < jw and fiw < k, . Hence, 
and 
Case 2. a, = j, and p,, = k, for all v >, A. 
We have shown that 
L((x - l)“)L((x - 1)b) CL@ - I)-“)* 
Now let y < a v b. We must show that y = 010 /3 for some 01 < a, ,8 < Ir. 
We write 
Y = CY”pY> 0 d Yv <Pa 
If y, = j, + k, for all v then we have j, + k, < p for all v and 
(a - 1) @ (b - 1) = y. 
Hence, without loss of generality, we may suppose yw # j, + km for some 
W: and that w is the largest integer with this property. Thenj, + k, = yP < p 
for ah lJ > w, so that w>h-1. Since y<avb we must have 
3/w < jw + 12, . Without loss of generality suppose j, > 0. Let j,’ and k,’ 
be integers such that 0 < jw’ < j, , 0 < k,’ < km, and Jw’ + k,’ = ym I 
e set 
a = vsti x$v +.L’Pm -i- 
and 
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Thenol<u-l,,G<b-- 1, and Q: @ /? = y. This shows that 
L((x! - Iy) CL@ - l)a)q(x - l)b), 
and the proof is complete. 
The operation v is both commutative and associative. If p = 0, then 
If p # 0 we write 
Then 
where h is the smallest nonnegative integer such that C& iV,j < p for all 
v 2 A. 
It follows by induction on m that 
4. THE SEPARABLE CASE 
Let f and g be polynomials over F with no multiple roots. (Some of the 
roots off may also be roots of g.) Let f v g be the monk polynomial whose 
roots are the distinct elements of the form $3 where 01 is a root off and /3 is 
a root of g. Since all conjugates, over F, of a root off v g are roots off v g, 
it follows that f v g is a polynomial over F. 
THEOREM 3. If f and g are polynomials over F without multiple hoots, then 
Proof. Let E be the splitting field of fg over F. Let a run over the roots 
off and ,8 run over the roots of g. Then, by Lemma 2, we have 
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and 
and our result fooIlows from Lemma I. 
More generally if fr , fs ,..., fm are polynomials over P without multiple 
roots, it follows by induction on m that 
where \iJi is the manic polynomial whose roots are the distinct elements of 
the form ala2 ... 01, J aiarootofJi,l <i<m. 
Now letfl ,f. )..., fm be separable polynomials over P. 
where, for fixed i, the g,. are distinct irreducible polynomials without 
multiple roots. Now for any polynomials g, , g, I...) g, none of which has 
multiple roots, we have 
= L (v gi) L((x - I)“‘“) 
by Tkeorems 1, (1) and (2). It follows that 
L(fd -US,) . . . L(fm) = Lvo~ 
where h is the least common multiple of the polynomials of the form 
with g;i one of the factors g$ of fi , L < i < an. 
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5. THE INSEPARABLE CASE 
Suppose that p, the characteristic ofF, is not zero. Let f be an irreducible, 
possibly inseparable, polynomial over F. Then over a suitable extension 
field E of F we have f = hq, where h has distinct roots and q is a power of p. 
For any positive integer r, q v qy = qr so that 
&(fr) = L,(hq’) = L,(h)L,((x - 1)“) 
= LE(h)LE((x - l)Q)L,((x - l)qr) = &(f)L& - 1)“‘). 
Then by Lemma 1 we have 
Wf7 = -b(f) -wX - l>“>* 
Next we consider L(e) L(f) w h ere e and f are irreducible over F. Then 
over a suitable purely inseparable extension E ofF we have e = gp and f = hs, 
where g and h are polynomials without multiple roots, and r and s are powers 
of the characteristicp. Let q be the maximum of r and s. Then E can be chosen 
so that c@ EF for all 01 E E. Now 
L,(e) e&(f) = L,(g’) L@) = &((g v h)l”) = LE((g V h)‘)- 
Since the coefficients of g v 1a are in E, it follows that the coefficients of 
(g v h)q are in F. Then Lemma 1 yields 
444 -b(f) = -Uk v 49. 
More generally let fi , fi ,..., fnz b e irreducible over F. Over a suitable extension 
field E of F we can write fi = g,“, where the g+ have no multiple roots and 
qi is a power of p. Set q = max(q, , q2 ,..., qm). Then 
We can now proceed, as in Section 4, to obtain the polynomial h such that 
for arbitrary polynomials fi over F. 
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